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1. Introduction. The subject of this discussion is to be the system of ordi-

nary linear differential equations which is of the form, or is reducible to the

form,

(1.1)       yi(x,\) = <\ri(x) + 2~2ai.'(x,\)>yr(x,\), i = 1, 2, •• • , »,

the variable x and the parameter X being complex, |x| being indefinitely

large, and the coefficients q,,j(x, X) being bounded.f Specifically the matters

to be considered are :

In Part I, the dependence of solutions of the system upon X, when the

modulus of the latter is large, and the domain of a; is a suitable finite portion

of the complex x plane;

In Part II, the boundary problem which arises when a set of conditions

applying at any suitable finite set of points of the x domain is imposed upon

the system;

In Part III, the theory of the expansibility of a set of n arbitrary analytic

functions of x in series of characteristic solutions of the boundary problem.

These matters have, of course, all been widely investigated before this,

and discussions of them are to a large extent classical in the literature. How-

ever, these discussions—and the present one is, to be sure, no exception in

this respect—are invariably restricted in their scope in one way or another

by being of necessity based upon hypotheses which to a greater or less extent

delimit the considerations and the applicability of the results. Such restrictive

hypotheses may, of course, be essential, in the sense that they serve to de-

limit the considerations to intrinsically identifiable cases of a problem of

* Presented to the Society, April 9,1938; received by the editors January 9,1939, and in revised

form, February 14,1939.

f The reduction of differential systems

«•' (*, \) = 2~L {^aA*) + bi,,(x, X)}uy(x, X), i= 1, 2, • • • , n,

to form (1) is considered in G. D. Birkhoff and R. E. Langer, The boundary problems and developments

associated with a system of ordinary linear differential equations of the first order, Proceedings of the

American Academy of Arts and Sciences, vol. 58 (1923), pp. 72-74.
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excessive generality. On the other hand, they may be unessential in the sense

that they are primarily called forth by shortcomings of the methods used, or

by inadequate or otherwise faulty formulations of the problems themselves.

It is believed that the present paper contributes something to a removal or

relaxation of several hypotheses of the latter category upon which related

earlier discussions are dependent.

The features in which the present paper differs most markedly from pre-

vious ones include the following.

(a) With only few and fragmentary exceptions the problems dealt with

have heretofore been considered only in the cases of a real variable. The dis-

cussion here is allocated to the complex plane, and so includes the earlier re-

sults as special cases.

(b) The complete dependence of the functional forms of the solutions of a

system of the type (1.1) upon the parameter X, when |X| is large, has been de-

rived heretofore, even for a real variable, only under the heavily restrictive

hypothesis that the coefficient functions rA\x), as complex quantities, are such

that their differences \ri(x)— r¡(x)} all maintain constant arguments over

the x range considered. The present discussion is not so restricted, and hence

materially extends the existing theory, this being so even when the variable

is specialized to be real.

(c) The boundary problems which have been studied in connection with

the system (1.1) have almost exclusively been such as arise when the bound-

ary conditions apply only at collinear points, that is, generally points of the

axis of reals. In the present paper these conditions are permitted to apply at

any finite set of points within appropriate regions of the complex plane. This

generalization calls for corresponding generalizations of many familiar no-

tions, among them those of the adjoint boundary problem, of the Green's

function, of regularity of the boundary problem, and so on; and such gen-

eralizations are given.

(d) Heretofore the theory of the expansibility of an arbitrary vector, that

is, of a set of » arbitrary functions, in terms of the characteristic solutions of

a regular boundary problem, has been given only for the very restricted cases

in which the coefficient functions r,(x), as complex quantities, each maintain

a constant argument for all values of x involved. In the present paper this

restriction is dispensed with.

The system (1.1) is notationally treated, in the following, in its matrix

form. Insofar as deductions of a formal nature are concerned, those here given

include as special cases almost all those which have become classical for the

cases of a real variable, whether the boundary conditions are taken to apply

at just two, or at more than two, points. In a number of instances the present
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formulations are thought to embody material improvements, even when they

are specialized to the ranges of the earlier discussions. This seems to be so

particularly in the cases of boundary conditions applying at intermediate

points of the x interval as well as at the end points. In the rigorous analysis

no attempt has been made to pare the hypotheses down to a minimum, or to

sharpen the deductions to any point at which they would include any major

portion of the many refined and precise results which are known in the case of

a real variable. To do that would have extended the bounds of the paper ex-

cessively.

Part I. The forms of the solutions when | X | is large

2. The matrix equation. If g)(x, y) is a matrix* which satisfies the differ-

ential matrix equation

(2.1) §)'(x, X) = (X9v(x) + Q(x, X)}2)(«, X),

in which the prime indicates differentiation with respect to x, and in which

the coefficient matrices are

(2.2) 5K(x) m. (hi,jn(x))A        0(x, X) =. (qUx, X)),

then the elements of any column of §)(x, X) comprise a solution of the differ-

ential system (1.1). If §)(x, X) is nonsingular, its columns are linearly inde-

pendent and so yield a complete set of solutions of (1.1). The matrix equation

(2.1) may, therefore, be chosen to replace completely the scalar system (1.1)

as the basis of the discussion. This will henceforth be done, because of the

notational advantages which are thereby to be gained.

The equation (2.1) is to be considered with the parameter X complex and

ranging over some suitable region of the X plane in which | X| is unbounded.

The variable x is likewise to be complex, and is to range either over some suit-

able bounded region, or over some suitable finite curvilinear arc. The term

suitable as here used needs, of course, to be made precise. In the case of an x

region, that is, of a two-dimensional x domain, this is to be done by the defini-

tion:

A pair of regions in the x and X planes will be said to be suitable to the matrix

equation (2.1), if for x and X within them the coefficients of the equation fulfill the

specifications :

(a) the functions r,(x), (i=i, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n), are analytic and bounded, and

their differences {r,-(x)— r¡(x)}, (i^j), are all bounded from zero;

* Throughout the paper square matrices of order n will be designated by means of German capital

letters, and these letters will be used solely in this sense. The elements of a matrix will then generally

be designated by the corresponding lower case italic letters, that is, in the manner %{x, X) s= (ai,j(x, X)).

t The symbol 5,-,, will always be used in the sense â,-,, = 0, if ij*jl ii,/= 1, if i=j.
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(b) the functions a¡,,(x, X), (i,/ = 1,2, • ■ ■ , n), are analytic and bounded in x

and in X, and, when | X | is sufficiently large, admit of either actual or asymptotic

representations, such that

00

(2.3) Q(x, X)~E*~AÖ(A>(*),

the elements of the matrices Ow(x) being analytic and bounded.

If the domain of x is one-dimensional, that is, an arc, as it is in the case of

a real variable, the definition of the term suitable is to be that obtained from

the definition above when the term analytic, as used relative to x, is replaced

by indefinitely dififerentiable along the arc.

To assure the existence of a basis for the entire discussion at hand, this

will be assumed as

Hypothesis (i). The given differential matrix equation (2.1) is one for

which there exist some suitable regions of the x and X planes.

If in the equation (2.1) the substitution

(2.4) §)(x, X) = (Ôije^+fi^Mx, X),

is made, with u any constant and the <£,(x), (j=l, 2, • • • , »), any ana-

lytic functions, the equation satisfied by the matrix U(x, X) is found to

be of the same form as (2.1), and to differ from the latter by having

the functions {r¡(x)—u} in the place of the r,(x), and the functions

{a,-,,(x, X) —<pf (x)} exp {<p,(x) — <p,(x)} in the place of the qi,,(x, X). From this

it may be observed firstly, that since co can always be chosen so that the de-

terminant of the matrix (5i.,[ri(x) — a]) is not zero, any given matrix equation

(2.1) is transformable into another such equation in which the matrix filling

the role of 3ï(x) is nonsingular. Secondly, it may be noted that since the func-

tions <p,(x) may be chosen so that <p/ (x) =qJtJ(x), any given equation (2.1)

is always transformable into one in which the elements of the main diagonal

of the coefficient Q(0)(x) of (2.3) all vanish identically. Of these facts, that

concerning 9î(x) yields no immediate advantage, though it will later be re-

ferred to. That concerning Q(x, X) does yield an advantage, and hence it will

be assumed forthwith that (2.1) represents such a transformation of the given

matrix equation that in it

(2.5) qi.i(x) =0, j = 1, 2, • ■ • , n.

From classical and familiar existence theorems it is known that an equa-

tion of the form (2.1) possesses solutions which are nonsingular matrices

whose elements are analytic functions of x and X. Moreover, if any particular
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such solution is designated by £)(p)(x, X), then the general solution of the equa-

tion is obtained from the formula

(2.6) $(*, X) = 2)<*>(x, X)<5,

by permitting E to represent any matrix whose elements are independent of x.

The matrix S may, of course, depend upon X.

3. "Associated" regions and "fundamental" regions. In any given suit-

able region of the x plane, a set of analytic functions Ri(x) may be chosen

such that their derivatives are

(3.1) R!(x) = n(x), i-1,2, •••,»,

and these functions will be bounded. We suppose such a choice to have been

made. Then if X is regarded for the moment as fixed, in some suitable X region,

each one of the relations

(3.2) {«•« =\{Ri(x) -Rj(x)}, i,j = 1,2, ■■■ ,n; i ^ i,

defines its left-hand member as a complex variable, and maps any closed sub-

region X of the given suitable x region upon a corresponding closed region

S(i,i) in the respective £<*•" plane. Consider now the possibility of such a sub-

region X containing a set of points x*(ii,,not necessarily distinct, which have

the properties that the point £*<<,íJ which lies in the £(i-'' plane and corre-

sponds to x*lt,ii under (3.2), admits of connection with each and every point

of the respective region S(i,,) by some curve of bounded length, which lies

entirely in S(,,i) and upon which the abscissa is a non-increasing function of

the arc length as measured from ¿*(i',). This possibility is readily seen to be

contingent directly upon the shapes of the regions S(<,,), and hence upon the

shape of the region X. When such points x*(<,,) do exist, they evidently lie

upon the boundary of the region X, and the points ¿*<i') are clearly boundary

points of maximum abscissa of the respective regions E(i,,).

If X is now allowed to vary, it is clear at once from (3.2), that all changes

in |X| produce in the several £(iy) planes merely changes of scale. Such

changes cannot, therefore, influence either the existence or the location of any

point «*(<,ß. On the other hand, any change in arg X produces a rotation of

each ¿(i')') plane, and hence, in particular, of each of the regions S(i',). Such

a rotation may deprive the points of an existing set x*(i',) of their character-

istic properties. However, it does not necessarily do so, it being possible for a

set **{<,,-) to remain independent of X and retain its properties under a varia-

tion of arg X over some specific range. This will be shown below. The possibil-

ity is again contingent upon the shape of the region X, but also upon the

range of arg X which is in question. We make the definition
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A closed subregion X of a suitable x region and a subregion A of a suitable X

region will be termed "associated" regions if there exists inX a set of points x*( ' ■ '">,

ii, j = l, 2, ■ •" • , n; ir^j), not necessarily distinct, but fixed as to X, having the

properties described above, and retaining them for all X in the region A.

A given suitable X region may not admit of any region of the x plane being

associated with it. It may, however, still admit of being completely covered

by subregions each of which admits of association with some x region. The x

regions here in question may, moreover, in some cases have a part in common.

We make the definition

A closed region of the x plane will be designated as a fundamental region rela-

tive to a given suitable X region, if it is included in each of a finite number of

regions X, which are associated with regions A completely covering the suitable X

region in question.

Finally it may be observed that if a given suitable X region is bounded by

lines along which arg X is constant, that is, if it is a sector (or the part of a

sector in which | X | > N f), then since only arg X comes into question, any sub-

region A which is associated with an x region may also be taken as a sector

(or the part of it in which | X | > N).

4. The existence of associated and fundamental regions. Inasmuch as re-

gions to be termed associated or fundamental have been defined only in terms

of properties prescribed for them, the question of their existence must be con-

sidered. In this connection the following will be shown

If Xo and X0 are arbitrarily chosen interior points of a suitable two-dimen-

sional x region and a suitable X region, respectively, then there exist associated

regions of which they are likewise interior points, and there exist x regions which

are fundamental relative to the suitable X region and having x0 in their interiors.

In the case » = 2 these facts are evident almost by inspection. For in this

case the only variables defined by (3.2) are £(1'2) and £(2,1), and these are

negatives of each other. Let X, therefore, be taken as any such part of the

given suitable x region as contains x0 in its interior, and as maps in the £a,2)

plane, under (3.2), with X=X0, upon a convex polygon with no side parallel

to the axis of imaginaries. This polygon is then the region S(1,2), and clearly

the region S(21) is also such a polygon. The extreme right-hand vertices of

these polygons evidently fill, respectively, the specifications upon the points

f The symbol | X | > N, which there will be frequent occasion to use, is to be read as a mere ab-

breviation of the phrase "when | X| is sufficiently large." The letter N is, therefore, not to be regarded

as designating always one and the same number, but as designating in each case some number, pos-

sibly different ones in different recurrences of the symbol. The precise magnitude of N is generally

left undiscussed as not germane to the argument.
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£*(1'2) and £*(2,1). If X is now allowed to vary, the resulting rotations under

which each polygon maintains some one vertex in the extreme right-hand

position determine ranges of argX, and hence subregions of the given X region,

which are associated with the region X. Of these, one contains X0 in its

interior. Since any given suitable X region may clearly be covered by a finite

number of such subregions, the region X which was chosen is seen to be a

fundamental one relative to any suitable portion of the X plane.

If w>2 the reasoning may be fashioned as follows. With any choice of a

real number t0, the interval (0, -w) is divided into at most n(n — 1) subintervals

by those of its points which are congruent, modulo w, to the points of the set

to*'1   = To + arg Xo + arg {r,-(x0) — r,-(x0)} ,
(4.1)

hJ - 1,2, ••-,»;»?* j.

Of these subintervals at least one is of a length 26, with ô '=ir/2n(n — 1), and

with a proper choice of t0 this subinterval is bisected by the point tt/2. We

suppose to so chosen. Then each of the points (4.1) is congruent, modulo ir,

to some point of the closed interval ( — ir/2 + 8, ir/2 — b). Let ei, e2, and e3 be

chosen as positive constants subject to the restriction

(4.2) 6l + €2+63<5,

but otherwise arbitrary.

Consider now any curve C in the given x region, which

(a) lies in a neighborhood of the point x0 in which the relations

(4.3) | arg {^(x) - r ,-(*)} - arg {ri(x0) - r,(x0)} | < «i,

*,i= 1, 2, • • • ,»; is*/,
are all fulfilled, and

(b) has a continuously turning tangent whose inclination t satisfies the

condition

(4.4) | T — To |  < e2.

Finally let arg X be restricted by the relation

(4.5) | arg X — arg X01 = e3.

For any set of indices (i,j), the arc C corresponds under (3.2) to an arc

rci'j) in the plane of the variable £<'•#. If the inclination of the tangent line

to r(i'!) is denoted by t(í,í), it follows from (3.2) that r1*^ = t + arg X

+ arg \n(x) - rj(x)}, and hence, from (4.4), (4.5), (4.3), (4.2), that |t<^>

— T0iiJ)\ <5. ThusT^'1'' is bounded from becoming congruent, modulo 7T, with

either of the values —tt/2 or 7r/2; that is, the slope of r(i'3) is bounded.
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Let X be chosen now as any subregion of the given suitable x region which

contains x0 in its interior, and which is bounded by a pair of arcs of the type C

described. The corresponding region aiiJ), for each (*,/), is then bounded by

a pair of arcs of the type r(i'/>. These arcs intersect, and one of their inter-

sections, the extreme right-hand point of S(<,)), fills the specifications on the

point £*(i'y). It does this, moreover, for all values of X which are admitted by

(4.5). Thus (4.5) determines a X subregion which is associated with the region

X chosen.

Since the constant e3 is not dependent upon X0, it is clear that in any suit-

able X region a finite number of points may be chosen so that they fill the

role of Xo above, and such that the entire X region is covered by the corre-

sponding subregions (4.5). Each of these subregions, it has been shown, is

associated with some region X which contains x0 in its interior. The part com-

mon to these regions X is seen at once to be a fundamental region relative to

the given suitable X region.

The discussion thus given was based explicitly upon the assumption that

the suitable x region containing x0 was a two-dimensional one. If the x region

is one-dimensional, that is, an arc, the discussion is not generally applicable,

and no association of x and X regions may be possible. Exceptional in this

respect is the case in which some segment of the x domain maps under each

of the transformations (3.2) upon a straight segment, that is, if on such a seg-

ment

(4.6) arg {Ri(x) — £,(x)} = constant, i, j "» 1, 2, • • • , n; i y6 j.

In this case the argument given above serves without modification to show

that the x segment in question is a fundamental region relative to any suitable

X region.

The conditions (4.6) will be recognized as an important part of the hy-

potheses upon which the discussions analogous to that of this paper, but

applying to the real variable x, have classically been based. The motivation

for this is thus seen to lie in the need of having the basic domain of the vari-

able be a fundamental region.

5. The solution of an approximating equation. If x and X are taken in

any suitable regions, and the matrices 0.(h)(x) are those of (2.3), the formulas

Pi.i = °i.i, i, J = 1, 2, • • ■ , n;

(»,     s (        ,     S /     sl-lf       (1-1)',     s V^    A        (*-*-»/     v      (A),     s) .        .     .
,, ..Pi.i(x) =  \ri(x) - rf(x)\    <pi,j    ix) - 2u 2^ <!<.-       (*)P>. A*) (,i ^ J\
(.5.1) (. A=0 —I 1

pi.i (x) = ^2z2 ?«>  (x)p>.i(x),
Ä-0   v=l
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together with any choice of constants of integration, define in succession for

/ = 0, 1, 2, 3, and so on, a sequence of matrices <^(-l)(x). These matrices are

analytic and bounded, and satisfy the matrix equations

i

$«■»(*)«(*) - dt(xw+»(x) + $<»'(*) - X) o(M>(*)V<*>(«) = o,
(5<2) A=° 1 = 0,1,2,.-..

Let any natural number k be chosen, then, and let the formulas

(5.3) Ç*(*,X)s£x-«Ç<'>(*),
i—o

(5.4) ®(*,X) m(Si,j^iW),

define their left-hand members. The functions Ri(x) are those of (3.2). Then

in virtue of the relations (2.3) and (5.2), it is found directly that the matrix

(5.5) ®(*,X, *)-?»(*, X)<g(*,X),

is such that

©' - {x9î+ o}©~ |x-«ß<*>'- ¿x-*X)Q"-»<r3(¡)l@.
(. *_jfc ¡=0 '

When |X| >N, this can be written, since the matrix (5.3) is then certainly

nonsingular, in the form

(5.6) ©' = {W(x) + Q(x, X) + X-*2i(x, X, *)}©,

in which the coefficient matrix 2i(x, X, k) is one which admits of a representa-

tion

(5.7) a(*,x, *)~ {$<*>'(*) - ¿x-'^Eq^'W^'h^Im^x).
( A_A í_0 i

The equation (5.6) is a matrix differential equation which in an obvious sense

approximates the given equation (2.1) when |X| is large. The matrix (5.5) is

thus seen to be a nonsingular analytic solution of an equation which approxi-

mates the given equation when |x| >N.

Let y){p)(x, X) designate any particular nonsingular analytic solution of the

equation (2.1). Then in virtue of the equation (5.6) the relation

(5.8) {©->$ <»>}'- - \-*©-»ag) «

is readily found to be an identity. In terms of the matrices defined by the

formulas

(5.9) 3»,, = (i,,**,,,), M- 1,2i *-j
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in each of which one element is unity and all others are zero, the relation (5.8)

may be written in the alternative form

(5.10) {<B-WP)}' + x-*¿ 3»,*©-W>3u = O.
h,l=l

This form is convenient for the use to which the relation is to be put below.

6. The solutions of the given equation. For the formal deductions of the

preceding section it sufficed to regard x and X as in any suitable regions. Let

them be restricted now to any pair of associated regions X and A. There exists

then in X a set of points x*<-h-l) as described in §3, and these points do not de-

pend upon X. By an appropriate integration based upon these points, the rela-

tion (5.10) may be given the form

(6.1) ®-t(xWpKx) + X-*¿    r  $k.n®-l(ximxiWp\xi)$l,ldxi = Ä(X),
h,1=1  «/«,<A.O

and this may be looked upon as defining its right-hand member as ananalytic

matrix independent of x.

Let S(X) be a matrix which is unspecified, except that S(X) ?*£), and let

(6.2) 8S(x, X) a ^»»(sOSOO©-^).

If it is observed that by (5.9)

¿3ï.j6(X) = ¿6(X)3u,
i=i i=i

it is found that on multiplication by ©(x) on the left, and by S(X)©_1(x) on

the right, the relation (6.1) becomes

/ S3(x) + X-* ¿ <Bix)%,n^-\xi)%ixi)^ixi)^ixi)%^-Kx)dxi
(6.3) h,i=i

= ©(x)Ä(X)S(X)©-I(*).

Now from (5.5) and (5.9) it is seen that

@(*)S*,¿S-X(*i) = ^k(x)3h.h^k-Kxi) exp [\{Rhix) - Rk(xi)}},

and
n

2S(Xi)   =   E  Sa,ßVa,ß(Xl).
a.í=l

If £i(i,í) is the value which corresponds under (3.2) to xh it follows that (6.3)

finally takes the form

(6.4) 25(x, X) + X-*$(*, X) = ®(x)Ä(X)(S(X)©-1(*),
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in which

,    , $(*, x) = ¿    f     ^,(x)3.,^r1(^i)2í(x1)3„,^(x1)3¡,¡^r1(*)
(6.5) *,z.«.ß-i •/*.<*■'>

■e^-^va,ß(xi)dxi.

The elements of the matrix (6.2) are analytic in X, and this region, is by

definition, closed. Its elements, therefore, take on numerical maxima; hence

there exists a scalar m(\) independent of x, such that

(6.6) | Vi,f(x) | g w(X), i,j - 1, 2, • • • , »,

and the equality holds for some index pair (i,j), at some point x. Moreover

m(\) >0, since by hypothesis S(X) ̂ £).

Let the path of integration from the point xtih'l) to x in (6.5) be taken

now as a curve along which the real part of &(à,,) is non-increasing. It is pre-

cisely the characteristic property of the point x¿h'fí that, whatever x may be,

there exists such a path. During the integration, then, it is clear that

| etOU>-t,(M> |  g 1.

Finally since the matrices in the integrands of (6.5) are obviously bounded,

both as to x and as to X, when |x| >N, there exists an absolute scalar con-

stant M such that the elements of (6.5) satisfy the relation

(6.7) \hi,j(x,\)\ = Mm(\), i, j = 1, 2, • • • , n.

For that pair of indices, and that point x, for which the equality holds in

(6.6), therefore,

(6.8) m(\){\
M

\   Ú     Vi,j(x,X) +
hi,j(x, X)

Since the left-hand member of this is positive, when |x| >N, it follows that

the matrix on the left of (6.4) is not the zero matrix. This must, therefore, be

so for the matrix on the right, namely, Îî(X)6(X) ¿¿£s. Since this follows with

S(X) unspecified except for S(X)?¿£), it must be concluded that the matrix

$(X) is nonsingular.

With the existence of the matrix j?_1(X) thus established, we may now

choose ß(X) = $-1(X). The right-hand member of (6.4), and hence the left-

hand member, reduces then to the unit matrix. Since the right-hand member

of (6.8) is thus at most unity, it follows that the function m(\) is bounded,

when |X| >N. Then by (6.7) the elements of the matrix §(x, X) are bounded.

From (6.4) and (6.2), lastly,

(6.9) g)<p)(*, X)Ä-'(X) = {3 - X-*£(x, X)}©(x, X, k),
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and in this the left-hand member is a nonsingular analytic solution of the

given equation (2.1). The existence of a solution of this form (6.9) is what was

to be established. The result may be formulated thus:

If x and X are restricted to any pair of associated regions, there exists an

analytic solution of the equation (2.1) which is of the form

(6.10) 9(*,X) = ^3(x,X)g(x, X),

the matrix ^(x, X) being of the form

(6.11) $(*, X) = 3 + ¿X-*Ç<*>(*) + X-«B*(x, X).
Ä-i

7« this k may be taken as any natural number, and the elements of the matrix

i8/fc(x, X) are bounded when |x| >N.

This result may be extended at once to the case in which X is restricted

merely to some suitable region, while x, on the other hand, Temains in a re-

gion which is fundamental relative to the X region in question. In this case

the X region may be subdivided into a finite number of subregions, in each

of which some solution of the equation maintains the form (6.10), (6.11). The

solutions which respectively maintain these forms in different X subregions

will in general be different. In virtue of (2.6) it is clear that in any X sub-

region the general solution of the equation (2.1) is of the form

g)(*,X) = ^(*,X)(S(s,X)G(X),

with Sß(x, X) as given by (6.11).

Part II. The boundary problem

7. Definition and qualitative aspects of the problem. If any finite set of

points 771, 772, • • • , Vm with we2 is chosen in any x region suitable to the

differential system (1), and the variable is restricted to this domain, while

the parameter is restricted to some suitable X region, the solution of the differ-

ential system may be conditioned relative to this set of points by a set of rela-

tions
m       n

E E w<.»y»(i« x) = o, i = 1,2, • • •, ».
»1=1 >•=1

Such relations are then termed boundary conditions, and the differential sys-

tem together with such boundary conditions is said to constitute a boundary

problem. The coefficients w$ involved in the boundary conditions may be

constants, or may more generally depend analytically upon the parameter X.

They are, of course, independent of x.
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The functions which together make up any solution of the differential sys-

tem are, as has been seen, « in number, constituting the elements of a column

of some matrix solution of the differential equation (2.1). They may, there-

fore, be considered as a vector \j(x).\ If they satisfy the boundary conditions,

this vector then satisfies the relations

(7.1a) g)'(*,X)= {X9î(*)+ 0(s,X) }§)(*, X),

m

(7.1b) E3B°')(X)g)(^,X) = 0.

The boundary problem is thus formulated as that of finding a vector solution

of the problem (7.1).

In §2 it was observed that the general solution of the matrix equation

(2.1), that is, of (7.1a), is expressible in terms of any particular nonsingular

analytic solution g)(x, X) by means of the formula (2.6). A solution is, there-

fore, a vector if and only if S(X) is a vector, and the general vector solution

of (7.1a) is thus given by the formula

(7.2) t)(x,X) =§)(*, X)c(X),

the vector c(X) being arbitrary. If such a vector is to satisfy the relation (7.1b),

it follows that the equation

(7.3) 2)(X)c(X) = o,

with

(7.4) 3)(X) = E3BW(X)2)(^,X),
ii=i

must be fulfilled. Now the solution (7.2) is evidently trivial, that is, t)(x) =o,

if the vector c(X) is trivial, that is, c(X) = o. Hence a necessary and sufficient

condition for a non-trivial solution of the boundary problem, is the existence

of a non-trivial vector c(X), which satisfies the equation (7.3). Such familiarly

exists if and only if the matrix 3)(X) is singular, namely if

(7.5) D(\) = 0,

where 2)(X) designates the determinant of the matrix (7.4).

f The use of lower case German letters will be reserved to the designation of vectors of n elements

or components, and such vectors are to be regarded freely, as may be convenient, as matrices of one

row and n columns, or vice versa. This will lead to no ambiguity if it is agreed, and it shall hereby be

so agreed, that all multiplications between matrices and vectors, or of vectors by vectors, is to be un-

derstood as being in the matrix sense. A vector is, therefore, to be regarded as a matrix of one row and

n columns whenever it appears as a left-hand factor, and as a matrix of n rows and one column if it

appears as a right-hand factor.
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If at any specified value of X the condition (7.5) is not fulfilled, the bound-

ary problem admits of no solution and is therefore said to be incompatible.

On the other hand, if for a specified X the condition (7.5) is satisfied, that is,

if X is a root of the equation (7.5), the equation (7.3) does admit a non-trivial

solution. More explicitly, if at this X the rank of the determinant D(\) is

(n — r), the equation (7.3) is satisfied by r distinct vectors c(X), and these lead

through (7.2) to precisely r linearly independent solutions of the problem.

The latter is therefore said in this case to be compatible to the order r, the term

simply compatible being used interchangeably with compatible to the order 1.

The roots of the equation (7.5), which thus appear as the X values for which

the boundary problem is solvable, are known as characteristic values, and the

non-trivial solutions of the problem which exist at these values are called

characteristic solutions. A characteristic value at which the problem is com-

patible to the order r is said to be of the index r. On the other hand, a char-

acteristic value will be said to be of the multiplicity s if it is an s-fold zero of

the determinant D(\). It will be seen below that the index of a characteristic

value cannot exceed its multiplicity.

It must be observed that although the characteristic values, which are

intrinsic to the boundary problem, are obtained from the determinant -O(X),

neither this determinant, nor the corresponding matrix 35 (X), is uniquely de-

termined by the boundary problem. This is. due in part to the fact that the

solution f)(x, X) of the equation (7.1a) to be used in (7.4) was specified only

to the extent that it be analytic and nonsingular, and also in part to the fact

that the content of the equation (7.1b) is unchanged if it is multiplied on

the left by any analytic nonsingular matrix Si(X). Since when §)(x, X) is

any eligible solution, all such solutions are expressible by (2.6) in the form

§)(x, X)S2(X), with the matrix S2(X) analytic and nonsingular, it is clear that

the role of the matrix 35(X) may be given at will to any matrix of the form

(7.6) Si(X)35(X)S2(X),

with Si and S2 analytic and nonsingular. Conversely, of course, the matrix

(7.6) is the most general by which 35(X) may be replaced. Since the determi-

nant of the matrix (7.6) differs from D(\) only by nonvanishing factors, it is

clear that (7.5) as an equation is invariant.

The inverse of the matrix 35 (X) is familiarly given by the formula

(7.7) «'-(W)'

with Di,j(\) denoting the cofactor of the element in the ith row and/th col-

umn of D(k). It is clear from this that the elements of 35_1(X) are analytic
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except possibly at the characteristic values, where they may have poles.

8. The adjoint boundary problem. Let tj0 be chosen arbitrarily as a point

of the x region, either distinct from the points t/i, 772, • • • , r¡m, or coincident

with any one of them. Then with the various matrices involved identified as

those which are similarly denoted in (7.1), and with any specific value of X,

there may or may not exist a parametric matrix §I(X) which is independent

of x, and is such that the system of relations

(8.1a) BW'(*,X)= - 3<*>(*, X){X9l(*) + Q(x,X)},

3w(vk, X) + H(X)SB<«(X) =D, h = 1, 2, • • • , m,

(8.1b) »
E SM(vo,\) =£>,

admits of solution by a set of m matrices &ih)(x, X), (« = 1,2, • • ■ , »»). It is

immediately evident that with 21 (X) =£), the system is uniquely solved, irre-

spective of the value of X, by 3<A)(^,X)=0, («=1, 2, • • ■ ,m), and conversely.

This solution is trivial. It is, therefore, requisite for a non-trivial solution that

2l(X)5¿£), and this will accordingly be generally assumed henceforth. If the

parametric matrix 2l(X) is one having a single row, that is, is a vector, any

eventual solution of the system will obviously also consist of a set of vectors,

and vice versa a vector solution can exist only in connection with a paramet-

ric vector. Such a solution of the system (8.1) by vectors is the matter of

immediate interest to the discussion, and this problem will be referred to

henceforth as the boundary problem adjoint to the problem (7.1).

The differential matrix equation (8.1a) is familarly solved by the inverse

of any nonsingular solution of the equation (2.1), and its general solution is

therefore given by S(X)§)_1(x, X), in which 6(X) is arbitrary and $)(x, X) may,

in particular, be understood to be that analytic solution of (2.1), that is, of

(7.1a), which was used in the deductions of the preceding section. Any vector

solutions of the equations (8.1a) are, therefore, of the form

(8.2) iw(*,X) = cW(X)g)-1(*,X), ft« 1,2, •••,»».

With these the relations (8.1b) become

- c<»(X) = a(X)SB<»(X)2)(uA, X), h = 1, 2, • • • , m,

(8.3) "
Ec(">(X) = o,
n=l

and are to be solved by choice of the vectors c(A)(X). If these relations are

summed, and the formula (7.4) is recalled, the result is found to be

(8.4) ct(X)<D(X) = 0.
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A solution of the adjoint boundary problem can exist, therefore, only in con-

nection with a parametric vector a(X) which satisfies the equation (8.4). A

necessary condition for this, since u(X) must differ from o, is that the matrix

35(X) be singular, that is, that X be a root of the equation (7.5). Since the

roots of (7.5) are the characteristic values of the boundary problem (7.1), it

follows that whenever the latter is incompatible the adjoint problem is in-

solvable, that is, is likewise incompatible. Conversely, if 35(X) is singular, and

is, say, of the rank (n — r), the equation (8.4) is solvable and determines pre-

cisely r distinct parametric vectors a(X). Each of these leads through the

formulas (8.3) to a set of vectors cw(X), and by (8.2) r linearly independent

solutions of the problem (8.1) are then determined. The adjoint problem is

thus appropriately described as compatible to the order r. Since in this case X

is a characteristic value for which the problem (7.1) is compatible to precisely

the order r, the result may be formulated thus :

A boundary problem and its adjoint problem have the same characteristic val-

ues, and at any characteristic value are compatible to the same order.

The boundary conditions (7.1b) and (8.1b) are so interrelated that if

U(x, X) is any matrix satisfying the former, and the matrices Wh)(x, X),

(h = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ,m), together with a parametric matrix 31 (X) satisfy the latter,

then

(8.5) X      '¿{23«(x, X)U(x, X)} =©.

In the classical case of a real variable x and two-point boundary conditions,

this will be recognized as a familiar relation ; indeed one upon which the defini-

tion of the adjoint problem is sometimes based. After performance of the

integrations, the left-hand member of the relation takes the form

m m

Z »w(i»,, x)U(ij„ x) - Z %w(vo, x)U(uo, x).

The second of these sums vanishes by (8.1b), while the first may be written

m

-a<x)E»w(x)u(*,x).
H

This vanishes by (7.1b).

An alternative definition of the problem adjoint to (7.1), and one which

avoids the introduction of the parametric matrix, may be given by choosing

the point r;0 in coincidence with one of the points of the set t\i, r)2, ■ ■ ■ , r¡m,

say with vr. This is the following:
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8iw'(*,X) = -,3i«(x,X){X9i(x)+Q(x,X)},      h= 1, 2, ••• ,«,

m

„ Ä      3i(W0?*, X) + E Siw(*. X)SB<*>(X) = O, A * r,
(8.6) „_i

3lCr)(»?r, X) +E3l(')('7r, x){SB">(x) - 3} =o,
ß-1

the equations to be solved by a set of vectors iiw(x, X), (A = l, 2, • ■ • , w),

which are not all identically zero. The problem in this formulation is ame-

nable to precisely the same deductions and conclusions as were drawn above

from the form (8.1). The passage from the one formulation to the other is

easily made by means of the relations

m

a(X) = E ji«(u„ X),    ¡w(x, X) - 3l(«(*, X), h * r,
ß~i

|W(-fX)« - Xsi^x).

The form (8.1) was preferred above because of its greater symmetry.

9. The Green's matrices. If f(#, X) is any vector that is analytic in the

chosen suitable x and X regions, the equations

(9.1a) u'(x, X) = {X3?(x) + 0(x, X)}u(x, X) + f(x, X),

m

(9.1b) EäB(")(X)u(),(J,X) = o,
H-l

define a vector boundary problem which is related to the problem (7.1), being

evidently a nonhomogeneous generalization of it. The solution of this problem

is expressible in terms of any nonsingular analytic solution of the matrix

differential equation (2.1), and may be deduced as follows.

It is verifiable by actual substitution that the formula

(9.2) u<»>(*,x)= f D(*, \y¡TK*u X)f(*i, x)d*,f

yields a particular solution of the vector differential equation (9.1a). The gen-

eral solution of this equation is, therefore, given by

(9.3) u(x, X) = u^(x, X) + g)(x, X)c(X),

with the vector c(X) arbitrary. With this evaluation, and in virtue of the

formula (7.4), the relation (9.1b) becomes

m

(9.4) E 20(">(X)u<">('7,, X) + 35(X)c(X) = o.
ß-i
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Thus the solvability of the problem (9.1) depends upon the possibility of a

choice of the vector c(X) to satisfy the equation (9.4). Such a choice is evi-

dently possible and unique provided the matrix 3)(X) is nonsingular; that is,

provided X is not a characteristic value. If this is so, the vector c(X) deter-

mined by (9.4) yields through (9.3) the solution of the problem (9.1). The

result may be explicitly written

u(x, X) =   f   g)(*, \)§~l(xi, X)f(xi, X)á*i

(9.5)

'®w(x, xi, X)f(xi, \)dxi,-E     í
f=l J Ho(1=1 "  Va

with

©W(x, xi, X) =- g)(*, X)®-HX)2ß^>(X)g)(r,Ä, X)ri(*i, X),
(9.6)

h = 1, 2, ■ • • , m.

The matrices ©(W(«, Xi, X), for which the formulas (9.6) are definitive,

thus serve for the solution of the problem (9.1) independently of the vector

f(x, X) which may be involved therein. They are to be known henceforth as

the Green's matrices, and are best regarded as associated with the boundary

problem (7.1), since they are constructed solely from matrices involved in the

latter. They exist and are evidently analytic whenever the associated bound-

ary problem is incompatible. Moreover, they are unique, for though g)(x, X)

and the 8B<*>(X) may at will be replaced by g)(x, X)S2(X) and ei(X)2B<">(X),

respectively, as was observed in §7, such a change would call for the replace-

ment of 5D(X) by the matrix (7.6). The formulas (9.6) are evidently invariant

under such substitutions.

For subsequent use it may be recorded that the Green's matrices satisfy

the relations

(9.7a) E ®(M)(x, xi, X) = 9(«, X^-Hxi, X),
c=l

(9.7b) ®w(x, „», X) =. $(*, X)3)-1(X)SB(ft>(X),

m

(9.7c)        E ©^(x)®«"^, xi, x) =. »«(x/ifa», \y$rK*u >),

h = 1, 2, • • • , m.

These are readily deduced directly from the formulas (9.6). The formula

(9.7a) makes possible the reduction of (9.5) to an alternative and more com-

pact form. Since the integrands involved in (9.5) are all analytic, the paths

of integration may be chosen at pleasure, and hence may in particular be
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chosen to lie in coincidence from the point r¡0 to the point x. With this choice,

and in virtue of (9.7a), the formula reduces to

m       /» x

(9.8) u(x, X) = E       ®w(x, *i, X)f(xi, X)dxi.

The nonhomogeneous vector boundary problem which generalizes the ad-

joint problem (8.1) in a manner similar to the above, is evidently given by

the equations

(9.9a) »<"'(*, X) = - t><«(*, X){X9î(x) + C(x, X)}+f(*,X),

*w(nh, X) + ai(X)SB<*>(X) = o, h = 1, 2, • • • , m,

(9.9b) ™
E *w(m, x) - o.
M-l

Its solution is obtainable by reasoning similar to that used above. The general

solution of the equation (9.9a) is of the form

(9.10)        *><»(*, X) = c<*'(X)g)-1(x, X) + f "f(*i, X)D(xi, X)rx(^ X)d*i,

and with this the conditions (9.9b) take the form

- c<»(X) -  f '4f(xi, X)g)(*i, \)dxi = ai(X)SB<«(X)g)(r,A, X),

(9.11)
m

Ec(">(X) = o, Ä= 1, 2, ••• ,m.
JU=1

An addition of these leads to the evaluation of the parametric vector

(9.12) ai(X) = -2Z \     f(xi, X)2)(x!, X)¿x135-1(X),
»•-1 ^ Uo

and in terms of this the vectors (^'(X) are given by (9.11). The solution, by

(9.10), is then explicitly

(9.13)

b«(x, X) =  fX\(xi, X)D(*i, XWKx, \)dxi
J Vh

m       /» h

+ E I   "Kxi, X)@(«(x1, x, X)d*i, * - 1, 2,
f-l ^ 10

W.

The problem (9.9), like the problem (9.1), is thus solvable, irrespective of

f(x, X), for all values of X other than the characteristic values.

10. The Green's matrix for a linear x domain. In the classical case of a

real variable x, the region of the variable, being a segment of the axis, is not a
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two-dimensional domain but a one-dimensional one. It is of some interest on

this account to consider somewhat further the more immediate generalization

of this case to that in which the domain of x consists of a set of curves in the

complex plane which respectively join a point rj0 to the points 771, tj2, ■ ■ ■ , y\m.

In the absence of any requirement that these curves be distinct, the configura-

tion is seen to be immediately specializable to the case of a real x and bound-

ary conditions which apply at more than two points of a given interval. The

adaptation of the discussion already made to this case of a general curvilinear

x domain calls for no modification of the deductions of §7. It permits, how-

ever, of an interesting reformulation of the matter of §8, and of an extension

of the considerations of §9.

Let the boundary problem adjoint to (7.1) be defined in this case by the

equations

(10.1a) l'ix, X) = - lix, X){mix) + 0(x, X)},

3(11*, X) + a(X)2B(A)(X) = 0, h= 1,2,- ■■ ,m,

(10.1b) -    ,
2L, ÎWo + 0ij„, X) = 0,
c-l

the solution to exist for a suitable parametric vector ct(X), and to consist of

a vector ¿(x, X) which satisfies the conditions (10.1b) and solves the equa-

tion (10.1a) along each one of the curves constituting the x domain. The

symbol 3(770+0?/*, X) is to be interpreted as designating the limit of j(x, X)

as x—>?7o, the approach being along the x curve from 77*. The solution vector

i(x, X) will in general be discontinuous at the point 770, that is, the vectors

¿(xo+Otj*, X) will not in general coincide for all h. The deductions of §8 are

adapted to this formulation of the adjoint problem without difficulty, being

made, in fact, by merely identifying the vector 3(A)(x, X) of the solution of

(8.1), as the solution j(x, X) of the problem (10.1) when the variable is on the

respective curve from 770 to 77*.

If x and xi are regarded as independent variables, both confined to the

given set of curves, a matrix ®i(x, xi, X) is defined by the formula

(10.2) ®i(x, xi, X) = + JgK«, X)g)-Kxi, X),

if it is agreed that the plus sign is to apply when xi lies on the curve segment

which is terminated by the points 770 and x, while the minus sign is to apply

otherwise. The formula

m

(10.3) ®(x, xi, X) = ®i(x, xi, X) - §)(x, X^-KX) E SB(")(X)®i(t7/i, xt, X),
M-l

then defines its left-hand member, which will be designated briefly as the
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Green's matrix. This matrix ®(x, xh X) is related in several ways to the Green's

matrices previously defined by the formulas (9.6). Thus, in particular, it will

be seen that

,,    ,       ©to,, xi, x) = - ®<»(u„ xi, x) + 8,.»gKi»w WrK*u X),
(10.4)

M, A = 1, 2, • ■ • , m,

whenever xi lies on the curve from tj0 to r¡h, whereas when x lies on that

curve, then

(10.5) ®(x, ,0 + Or,,, X) = - ©<">(*, uo, x) + hfM*, x)2)-l(»?o, x).

The matrix ®(x, Xi, X) evidently depends upon x solely by virtue of the

occurrence of the matrix g)(x, X) as a left-hand factor in the formula (10.3). It

follows from this that as a function of x (that is, when xi is regarded as fixed)

this matrix satisfies the equation (7.1a) along each of the arcs into which the

domain of x is divided by the points tj0 and x\. Beyond that it is clear from

the formula (10.4) and the relation (9.7b) that

m

(10.6) E©W(X)©(iJm, *i,X)*0,
/•-i

namely, that as a function of x it satisfies the condition (7.1b). Formally,

therefore, the Green's matrix as a function of its first argument solves the

boundary problem (7.1). It fails of being a true solution of that problem be-

cause of a discontinuity inherent in it at the point x = Xi, for, as is easily veri-

fied,

(10.7) ®(xi + O17», xi, X) - ®(*i + O*«, xi, X) ■ 3,

for any Xi on the curve from t?0 to tia.

In an entirely similar manner it will be observed that ®(x, xi, X) depends

upon Xi solely by virtue of the presence of the matrix §)_1(xi, X) as a right-

hand factor in the formula (10.3). Hence as a function of Xi (that is, with x

fixed) it formally solves the equation (8.1a) along each of the arcs into which

the domain of the variable is divided by the points r/o and x. Since from (10.3)

together with (10.5) and (9.7a)

®(x, VH, X) + 2)(x, X)35-1(X)3B(A,(X) = ©, h = 1, 2, • • • , m,

(10.8) ™
E ®(*. i?o + <H„ X) =©,
M-l

it is seen that as a function of its second argument the Green's matrix is

formally a solution of the boundary problem (10.1), with the matrix

§)(x, X)35-1(X) in the role of the parametric matrix. In this instance, as
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before, however, it fails to be a true solution because of its discontinuity.

The nonhomogeneous boundary problem (9.1) and also the problem

t>'(x, X) = - ö(x, X) {X9î(x) + 0(«, X)} + f(x, X),

»to», X) + Oi(X)SB<*>(X) = o, h - 1, 2, • ■ • , m,
(10.9)

E "(rço + 0t?m, X) = o,
n=l

which is the reformulation of (9.9), may now be considered, with the f(x, X)

as any vectors which are defined merely over the curves of the x domain, and

are integrable over these curves. It is easily verified that the solutions of

these problems are then given respectively, by the formulas

u(x, X) = E I    ®(*, *i» X)f(xi, \)d>
M=l J Ho

t)(x, X) =  — E I     f(*ii X)@(xi, x, \)dxi.
(•=1 " Ho

XXi

(10.10)

This result is, of course, entirely familiar in its specialization to the case of a

real variable with boundary conditions applying at just two points. It seems,

however, to be more explicit and compact than any that has heretofore been

given even for the case of a real variable, when the boundary conditions are

taken to apply at intermediate points as well as at the end points of the inter-

val.

11. On the characteristic values when the boundary conditions apply in

a fundamental region. Returning to the discussion as it was left in §9, it will

be observed that the deductions of that and the two preceding sections were

in the main qualitative, or of a formal nature only. The derivation of more

quantitative results requires as a basis some more specific assumptions than

those which have heretofore been made. A consideration of the distribution

of the characteristic values in the remote part of the X region, which is now

to be undertaken, is, therefore, to be based upon the following addition to the

hypotheses of the discussion.

Hypothesis (ii). (a) The points r¡i, 772, • • • , 77™, at which the boundary con-

ditions apply, lie in some fundamental x region, while (b) in the part |x| >N of

the relative suitable X region, the matrices 323(ft)(X), (« = 1, 2, • • ■ , m), which

define the boundary conditions, are analytic and admit of either actual or asymp-

totic representations of the form

(11.1) «BW(X)~X'Ex-*SB<*-*>,
fc-0
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in which the matrices Sß(A.*) are constant, and a is an integer ipositive, negative,

or zero) such that SB<*,wp*0/iw some index h.

By the definition of a fundamental x region and the deductions of §6, the

related suitable X region may be covered by a finite number of subregions A,

such that while X remains in any one such, some solution of the matrix equa-

tion (2.1) maintains the form (6.10) for all x concerned. With the use of this

solution $(x, X), the formula (7.4) yields for the matrix 35(X) the form

(11.2) 3XX) = ( E Ê »£(x)*.<<»« \)e*'w).
\ ,1-1  r=l /

The determinant D(\), when expanded, is, therefore, given by a formula

(11.3) D(\) = E-UX)eX!S
a

in which

(a) the index a covers some finite range;

(b) the symbols £2„ stand for distinct complex constants, which are all in-

cluded in the set of values which may be obtained from the formula

Er=i2i..(77„,,) by giving to each index pv independently one of the values

1, 2, ■ • • , m;

(c) for the coefficient functions,

(11.4) AaQi) p- 0, for each a.

The representability of the coefficient functions A a(X) in a form

(11.5) ¿a(x)~x>«E^«.»x-*.
k-0

follows from (11.1) and (6.11). In this the coefficients A a¡k are constants, and

the exponents p„ are integers such that Aa,o^O, for each a.

The evaluation (11.3) thus obtained depends upon a choice of the solution

£)(x, X) of the equation (2.1), and the result is valid for a subregion A since

the form of the solution was specific to such a subregion. As has been pre-

viously observed, however, in §7, the determinants D(\) formed from differ-

ent solutions g)(x, X) differ among each other only by factors which are non-

vanishing. It may readily be inferred from this that the forms of any specific

D(\), formed from a specific solution g)(x, X), in different subregions A differ

from (11.3) at most by such factors. Thus the characteristic values in the

entire originally given X region are simply the zeros of (11.3), that is, the roots

of the equation

(11.6) E^«(X)eX0-= 0.
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The left-hand member of this equation may, depending upon the various

elements involved in the boundary problem, consist of no terms at all, of a

single term, or of more terms than one. The third of these possibilities is that

of the greatest interest; the first two are readily disposed of. If the sum con-

sists of no terms at all, the equation (11.6) is vacuous, and imposes no re-

striction at all upon X. The boundary problem is accordingly compatible for

all X of the given region. From the formula (11.2) it may be observed that

this case inevitably maintains whenever the rank of the matrix

||SB(1>(X), 2B<2>(X), • • • , 2B<m>(X)||

is less than n. Phrased relatively to the scalar differential system (1), this is

merely the statement that the boundary problem is compatible for all X if

the independent boundary conditions are less than n in number. If the num-

ber of terms in (11.6) is just one, there are no characteristic values in the

domain |X| >N. The boundary problem is incompatible for all such X.

If the left-hand member of (11.6) consists of two or more terms, it is

functionally of a structure which is known as an exponential sum. The zeros of

such a sum are discrete. Their distribution in the X plane is known,* and may

be briefly described as follows. In the complex plane let the points ila (the

complex conjugates of the tia) be plotted, and let P designate the smallest

convex polygon which contains them all in its interior or upon its perimeter.

The characteristic values in the X region in question are all located within

a finite number of strips of that region, each strip being bounded by two

curves which have asymptotes that are parallel to each other and normal to

a side of the polygon P. With each of these strips there is associated a pair

of constants y and <5, such that for any choices of |X0| and A, the number of

characteristic values which lie in the strip and between the arcs |X| =|X0|,

and |X| = |X0| +A, is between yA — ô and yA. + ô.

Part III. The representation of arbitrary vectors

12. Further hypotheses; contours in the X plane. The considerations

which have been set forth in the preceding sections have been based, insofar

as they have depended upon the parameter, upon an assumption of the exist-

ence merely of some suitable X region. The results have bearing, therefore,

only relative to such regions, even though in specific instances these may

constitute but minor portions of the entire X plane. This does not suffice for

the considerations with which the discussion is to continue. For these it is

essential, rather, that some qualitative facts be available for all values of X,

* Cf. R. E. Langer, On the zeros of exponential sums and integrals, Bulletin of the American Math-

ematical Society, vol. 37 (1931), p. 213.
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and that quantitative results be generally applicable to the entire remote por-

tion of the plane, that is, for |x| >N. To insure this, the basis of hypotheses

must be enlarged, and this is to be done by addition of the following:

Hypothesis (iii). (a) The differential matrix equation (7.1a) is one for which

the entire X plane is a suitable region; (b) the points r¡i, r¡2, ■ ■ ■ , r\m, at which the

boundary conditions apply, lie in an x region which is fundamental relative to

the entire X plane; (c) the elements of the matrices 2S</l,(X), (h= 1, 2, • ■ • , m),

of (7.1b) are rational functions o/X; (d) the boundary conditions (7.1b) are such

that the expression (11.3) for the determinant D(\) consists of at least two terms.

Several observations are in order with respect to this hypothesis. To begin

with, it will be noted that by virtue of part (a) the further discussion will be

restricted to boundary problems of the type (7.1) in which the coefficient

matrix £5 of the differential equation does not involve the parameter X. This

follows from the fact that as a function of X this matrix has been restricted

to be both analytic and bounded over the entire complex plane. In connection

with part (c) of the hypothesis, it will be noted that under it the matrices

SB('°(X) may without any loss of generality be taken to be polynomials

in X. This inference follows from the fact observed in §7 that the matrices

2B(W(X) may at will be replaced by Si(X)3B(*>(X) without thereby affecting

the content of the boundary problem. The matrix Si(X) can, however, be

chosen so that the elements are polynomials in X, and such as to remove all

poles which the elements of the matrices 2B(W(X) may have in points of the

finite X plane, that is, such that the elements of the matrices Si(X)SB('l)(X)

are integral rational functions of X. It may be assumed in virtue of this, and

it will henceforth be assumed, that such a formal adjustment has been

made, and that, therefore, the formulas (11.1) are hereinafter superseded by

(12.1) SBW(X) = X*¿X"*2BC*'*>, *- 1,2, ••• ,f»,
fc=0

the matrices 2B('1'*) being still constant, and a being now a nonnegative in-

teger such that 2B(A'0)?í£) for at least one index value h.

Under Hypothesis (iii) the matrix 35(X) is analytic over the entire X plane.

The determinant D(\) is, therefore, likewise analytic; hence its zeros, that is,

the characteristic values, in any bounded region of the X plane are finite in

number. This applies in particular to the region | X | = N, whatever the con-

stant N may be. Since for an appropriately large value of N the distribution

of the characteristic values in the domain |x| >N is, by virtue of part (d)

of the hypothesis, such as is obtained by applying the results of §11 to the

whole X plane, it is seen, in particular, that these values have no finite limit

point. They are, therefore, enumerable, and may, in particular, be so enu-
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merated that |Xi| á |Xj| á |X»| á • • • . It will be assumed in the following

that such an enumeration has been made and will be retained.

Because the characteristic values in the region |X| >N lie in a finite num-

ber of strips of the plane, and their densities in these strips are bounded, as

was remarked at the end of §11, it is possible to draw in the X plane certain

closed contours which encircle the origin, pass through no characteristic

value, and coincide with circles on which |x| is constant, except possibly

where they traverse the strips containing the characteristic values. There ex-

ists, moreover, an unending sequence of such contours, of which each encloses

its predecessor in the sequence, and such that no one of the sequence passes

within less than some specifiable positive distance of any characteristic

value. Every such contour encloses, of course, only a finite number of

characteristic values. If the contours are designated by T«, with the index k

so assigned as to denote the number of characteristic values enclosed, the fol-

lowing can be shown. There exists a sequence of simple closed contours T,

as partially described above, for which

(a) the sequence of index values k is an unbounded increasing sequence of

positive integers;

(b) the ratio of k to the shortest distance from the origin to the contour

r« is bounded;

(c) the ratio of the length of the contour TK to k is bounded.

If p is used to designate the smallest of the integers p« which occurs in

the formulas (11.5) and for which Q,a is one of the vertices of the polygon P

described in §11, the function

(12.2) X-'2)(X)e-X0«

is an exponential sum whose coefficients are each asymptotic to some nonneg-

ative power of X. The zeros of this sum, moreover, are simply the character-

istic values. Now it is known of such sums* that they remain uniformly

bounded from zero for all values of the variable which are uniformly bounded

from the roots of the sum. Since X is so bounded from the characteristic val-

ues when it is restricted to vary over the contours of the set Tt as described

above, it must be inferred that for X on such a set of contours the reciprocals

of all the functions (12.2) are bounded.

13. The generalized relation of biorthogonality. As has been variously re-

marked above, and particularly in §7, the matrix 3)(X) is not uniquely de-

termined by the boundary problem, it being in fact a mere matter of

adjustment to replace any specific 35(X) by the matrix (7.6) with any pre-

* Cf. R. E. Langer, The asymptotic location of the roots of a certain transcendental equation, these

Transactions, vol. 31 (1929), p. 837.
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scribed nonsingular analytic matrices 61 and E2. Deductions which are

intrinsic to the boundary problem are, of course, independent of such ad-

justment. Their derivation may, however, be simpler with a fortunate

adjustment than with a contrary one, and this is the case in the discussions

of the present and the following sections. There are, in other words, advan-

tages of simplicity to be gained by a suitable normalization of the matrix

35 (X).
Let X^ be any characteristic value, and for generality let its multiplicity

be denoted by 5. Whatever the adjustment of the problem, the matrix 35(X),

being analytic, has elements which are expansible in power series in (X—X#).

The initial segments of these series, extending to the terms in (X— \ß)', are

polynomials in (X—\ß) of degree s. If their matrix is designated by $(X), it is

clear that

(13.1) 35(X) =■ Ç(X) + (X - Xff)^135ö)(x),

with 35(1)(X) analytic at the value X^. Now since $ is a polynomial matrix, it

will, under a suitable adjustment in the sense above, appear in its canonical

form

(13.2) *(X) « (fc.rfi(X)),

in which each element pi is a polynomial in (X—X¿), with unity as the coeffi-

cient of the lowest power of (X—\ß) which is actually present, and each ele-

ment pi a factor of its successor pi+i* The adjustment of the problem for

which (13.1) and (13.2) obtain will be assumed throughout the immediately

following discussion. The matrix g)(x, X) is thereby in part determined.

For generality let it be assumed now that the index of the characteristic

value X0 is r. Then (n — r) is the rank of the matrix 35 (Xp), and since it is clear

from (13.1) that ty(\ß) is of the same rank, it follows that

il,  for i < n — r,
(13.3) pi(\ß)=\'

\0, for 1 > n — r.

Since the zero of D(\) at ~Kß is of the same multiplicity as the zero of the de-

terminant of fyQi), that is, of nr=i/>;(X), whereas each of the factors /»¡(X),

(i = n — r+l, • ■ ■ , »), has a zero at X/3, it is clear that the multiplicity s of

this value is at least as great as its index r, a fact which was stated in §7. Now

due to the rank of 35 (X#) there are precisely r linearly independent vectors c

which satisfy the equation (7.3) atXp, and each of these leads through (7.2) to

a characteristic solution of the boundary problem. However, since all ele-

ments in the last r columns of 35(Xp) are zero, it is seen at once that each of the

* Cf. M. Bôcher, Introduction to Higher Algebra.
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vectors which, with/ fixed at one of the values n — r+1, ■ • ■ , n, has the com-

ponents Si,j, does serve as a solution c of the equation (7.3). The formula

(7.2), therefore, gives as characteristic solutions

(13.4) »<*•»(*) - §)(X, ̂ (Ôi.n-r+k), k =  1, 2, • • • , r,

and these solutions are thus seen to be given precisely by the last r columns

of the matrix g)(x, Xfl).

Again, at Xfl there are precisely r linearly independent vectors a which

solve the equation (8.4), and due to the fact that all elements in the last r

rows of the matrix 35 (X/?) are zeros, it is clear that with i fixed at any one of

the values n — r+1, • ■ ■ , n, the vector with components ô,-,,- is such a one.

Through the formulas (8.3) and (8.2), it follows then that the formulas

(13   5) ¿"■"■"(X)   -   -   (an-r+^W^ßMVK, IßfltK*, X,) ,

h = 1, 2, ■ ■ • ,m,

yield, for each k on the range 1, 2, • • • , r, a characteristic solution of the

problem (8.1). These solutions are thus given by the last r rows of the mat-

rices

(13.6) - ©«»(XflJgKu*, \ßW-Kx, X,), h - 1, 2, • • • ,m.

Let X be regarded now as distinct from Xfl, and let i(k-ß'h)(x) be any one

of the characteristic solutions (13.5). The obvious relation

m   t* i

E       'Wk*-h\xW(x,\) + j<*^"(x)2)(x,X)}dx

= E {i<M'»Gh»(*,x) - ^-»(voMvo,*)},

assumes, then, because of the relations (8.1) and (7.1a), the form

.,, „(x-X/OE     *^*-hKxiMxiMxi,-K)dxi= -a<*>»ESB«(Xi)gK>fc.,x),
(13.7) ji-i^i. «-i

O«*-«   =   (On-r+k.¡).

Now since the matrices SB^X) are polynomials of degree a, as shown by

(12.1), it is clear that with an arbitrary choice of (t+1) as a nonnegative

integer, the left-hand member of the formula

(13.8) (—Y   {ï&W(\) - ©«"(X,)} = (X - X,) E XMB<*'A>(Xfl)
\Xfl/ h-T+l

is a polynomial in X which vanishes at Xfl. Its structure is, therefore, such as

is shown on the right of (13.8), and this relation may be looked upon as defin-

ing the matrices
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Sß<^-*>(X) , ft - T + 1, T + 2, • • • , T + ff.

It is likewise seen that

(13.9) iß)   '- l}«B<">(X„) = (X - \,)¿X*®0.,»)(X,),

with

(13.10) Sß<"-Ä>(X) - X-*-W«í», A = 0, 1, • • • , t.

If the relations (13.8) and (13.9) are added, and the sum is multiplied on the

right by §)(t7m, X), it is found, on recalling (7.4) that

(-)  35(x) - E »wMgK*, x) = (x - \ß)E E ss(""(x,)x«®(i,(„ x).
\\ß/ p=l ^_l A_o

In virtue of this the relation (13.7) may be written

m     / /• m T+tr \

2Z\- \   Vi'f,'")(xi)9î(x1)§)(x1, \)dxi + E tt<M)8J0i.*)(xi)X*g)(i,Mf X) f

(13.11) ~A    J" *=° '
/XX^1      1

= ( — )     -a«*-«©(X).
Vx,,/    x - x„

Let X be taken now as any characteristic value, say XY, distinct from Xß,

and let ij(«-i,)(x) be any corresponding characteristic solution of the problem

(7.1). There exists then a vector c which" satisfies the equation (7.3), and for

which the left-hand member of (7.2) is t)<-g-'r)(x). If the relation (13.11) is

multiplied by this vector c upon the right it is found as a result that

EJ-  (""¿"^ixiWixiWo^ixildxi
(13.12) *=l1     J^

r+<r \

+ E a^)93<"'">(X/s)X.ry*'->'>(,,;) \ = o.
A-0 /

The vector ac*',*35(X) which occurs on the right of (13.11) is represented

simply by the (» — r+k)th row in the matrix 35(X). Every element of this row

has a zero at Xp. The right-hand member of (13.11) is, therefore, analytic at Xp

if properly defined there. Consider now the case in which the index r of the

value X,3 equals its multiplicity s. Since the zero of the product of r factors

IT"=n-r+iít(X) is precisely of the multiplicity r, each factor has a zero of pre-

cisely the first order, that is, each of the elements piQi) of (13.2) for which

i>n — r is a polynomial in (X—X/) of which the term of lowest degree is pre-

cisely (X—Xß). It is clear from this, in virtue of (13.1), that
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1
(13.13) lim  -a<*-"a>(X) - o»*.

\->\ß  x — Xfl

Since

a<*M(8i,n-r+q)   =  ÍM,

it is seen that if the relation (13.11) is multiplied on the right by the vector

(ô,-,„_r+5) with q = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , r, and X is allowed to approach Xfl, the limiting

form is, in virtue of (13.4),

Ei- f"hik^)(xiMxiW*-f»(xi)dxi

(13.14) **K        "

+ E a(M>«^.«(Xfl)Xfl^^«(„M)} = 8k,q.
h-0 J

This deduction does not follow if the multiplicity s of the value Xfl ex-

ceeds its index r. For, in that case at least one of the elements />,(X), with

i>n — r, has at Xß a zero of order higher than the first. For at least one value

of k, therefore, the left-hand member of the relation (13.13) is zero. The rela-

tion (13.14) is, therefore, invalid, its left-hand member being zero irrespective

of q when k has certain values.

The results of this section, as involved in the formulas (13.12) and (13.14)

may be formulated as follows : If Xfl is any characteristic value whose index

equals its multiplicity, then

El-  f^(t''*K*i)»(*iW«'7)(*i)d*i
(13.15) "=l1     J<°

T+V \

+   T, (an-r+k,,W^CKi,)\W'->KVß)\    =   Sß.r
h=0 1

>k.q,

where r is the index of Xß, and r is any integer not less than — 1. If the multi-

plicity of Xß exceeds its index, the relation (13.15) fails for at least one value

of k, the right-hand member of the relation for such k being 0 for all y and q.

This result must evidently be looked upon as the generalization of the

relation of ordinary or weighted biorthogonality which is familiarly a prop-

erty of the set of characteristic solutions of adjoint boundary problems in the

classical specialized cases. Evidently the set may be normalized, in the sense

that for y=ß and q = k the right-hand member of (13.15) is unity, whenever

the characteristic values all have indices equal to their multiplicities, whereas

complete normalization is impossible when this condition is not fulfilled.

14. The residues of the Green's matrices. The matrix 35~1(X), as has been

observed, is analytic over the X plane except at the characteristic values, where
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it has poles. It is appropriate at this point to turn the considerations to the

deduction of the residues of the Green's matrices (9.6) at these characteristic

values. For this purpose the residue of a matrix, say of ®(A)(x, Xi, X), at the

pole Xg, will be designated by the symbol resg ®(W(x, Xi). For convenience

the choice of the matrix §)(x, X) and the adjustment of the boundary problem

will be taken, as in the preceding section, to be such that the matrix 35 (X) is in

the canonical form (13.1), (13.2). The discussion will be concerned with any

characteristic value Xg whose multiplicity and index are equal.

If the index of Xg is r, the matrix 35(X), as has been seen, has (X—Xg) as a

multiple factor of each element not upon its principal diagonal, while this

function is a simple factor of the diagonal elements of the last r columns and

is not a factor of the diagonal elements of the first (n—r) columns. The co-

efficient of the lowest power of (X—Xg) occurring in any diagonal element, it

will be recalled, is unity. From this it is seen at once that with proper defini-

tion at Xg, and in terms of the matrices (5.9), the matrix

(14.1) §(X)-^X)(l3u + -^T-     E   3u}
\  1=1 X — Aß   ¡_„_r+i J

is analytic and nonsingular at Xg. Its elements are polynomials in (X—Xg) of

which the term of zero degree is precisely 5,-,,-. The formulas §_1(X/s) =3, and

(14.2) 3>-i(x)-/£r3fu + —i—   ¿  9M}$-»(\),
\   1=1 X —  Aß   z_B-r+l /

lead directly to the result

(14.3) res^-1 =    ¿    $,,i.
U=n—r+l

Now from the formula (9.6) and the fact that the poles of 35~X(X) as shown

by (14.2) are of the first order, it follows that

IAA as       res,©<«(*, xi) = Ms. \ß){Tesß2rl}W>0*Mvk, X^í*!, X,),
(14.4)

h = 1, 2, • • • , m.

However, the formulas (13.4) and (13.5) yield readily the fact that for l>n —r

9(*, *ß)$i.MwQ*MnK, V)r(*i, X,) =- - iyil+<-^ixWl+r-nS-h)ixi)),

in which the components of the characteristic vectors (13.4) and (13.5) have

been designated, respectively, by yt(*'ß)(x), (* = 1, 2, • • • , w) andc,-(*,i,*)(xi),

0' = 1, 2, • ■ • , »). It follows, on substituting (14.3) into (14.4) that

r

(14.5)       reSii®w(x, xi) = - J2 iyik-ß)ix)z/k^^ixi)),      ft = 1, 2, • • • , m.
4=1
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The residues of the Green's matrices have thus been explicitly evaluated for

all characteristic values whose multiplicities and indices are the same. This,

of course, includes in particular all the simple characteristic values.

15. The formal expansion of an arbitrary vector. Let the consideration

be turned now to an infinite series

(15.1) È£/t.*<wr>(»).
Y-i a-i

in which ry is the index of the characteristic value X7; the t)(s»'>')(x) are charac-

teristic solutions; the/,,,, are scalar constants; and x varies over some funda-

mental region of the x plane that contains the points 770, iji, • • • » 9», an(i m

which the coefficient matrix dt(x) in the equation (7.1a) is nonsingular. The

existence of such an x region is an assumption. If the coefficients/g,7 are such

that the series converges uniformly (a tentative heuristic assumption), say

to the vector/(x), the term by term differentiation of the series is permissible,

and with the use of the equation (7.1a) a process is evident which by repeti-

tion leads to the sequence of relations

(15.2) ¿E/«.rXrV«'T)(*)-f<*>(*), A - 0, 1, 2, • • • ,
7-1 a-1

in which

...       f(0,(*) - f(»),   iw(x) =- $R-K*){P-1)'(*) - 0(x)p-1>(x)},

{       } h -1,2..-..

In particular, it follows from this that

(15.4) E £/t.iX»YM)(lh) = f0"",     M = 1, 2, • • ■ , m; h = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • ,
i-i î-i

in which, evidently,

(15.5) fO-»-fw(%).

By the relations (15.2) and (15.4) and the fact that the series involved are

integrable term by term, it is seen, then, that

m     I /• v T+ir \

2Z\- \'k*"KXlW(Xl)Kxi)dXi+2Z(Sn-r+k,i)W>''»(\ilW>''»\
d-l I       J ,0 h-0 !

= 2Z2ZUy2Z<-       V*li-'°(*i)»l(*i)»><t-1r)(*i)d*i
7=1 a-i        c-i v     " «a

T+o- \

+   E   (ôn-r+KiW^K^W^M} ,
h-0 I
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for any choice of k and ß. In this relation, however, the series on the right

reduces to the single term given by y—ß and q = k, in virtue of (13.15). The

excepted term is by (13.15) precisely/¿.g, provided the index and multiplicity

of the characteristic value Xg are equal. If the index is less than the multiplic-

ity, on the other hand, then for at least one value of k this excepted term is

zero like the rest. In the former case the result is

(15.6)

h.ß= EÍ-  f V*J,''°(*i)9t(*i)i(*i)<**i
e-I V      J ho

+ E (an-r+.„)S5("'*)(xi)fc.A)l,
h-0 1

while in the latter case the scheme leads to no evaluation oifk,ß.

In the case of a boundary problem for which each characteristic value is

of index equal to its multiplicity-—and in the following deduction this case

will be assumed—the series (15.1) is completely explicit in virtue of the for-

mula (15.6). The terms of this series may be expressed as residues, as will now

be shown.

If with / designating any nonnegative integer the formula (15.6) is multi-

plied on the right by \ßlt)lk'ß)(x), then in virtue of the relations

i^'»Kximxi)KxiW-ßKx) ^ iyi"^ix)zi^-"\xi))?liixi)iixi),

i8n-r+k.iW"»KW>'-hVk'ß)ix)   - g)(x, \ß)Sn-T+k.n-r+kW"-»i\ßW-»,

the result obtained is

fk.ßAßV-ß)i=c) m ¿v(-  f'^»•»(*)«/*^>(*0)«(*i)f(*0**i
d-l <• J Ho

+ 2K*, *ß)Sn-r+k.«-r+Ji2  W-hK\ßWA .
h-0 I

Because of (14.5) and (14.3) this leads to

E/wW*."(*) - res^E X'<   I    ®W(«, xi, X)9t(*i)f(*i)<**i

+ g)(x, X)35-!(X) E «<"'*>(X)f <"■« \ .
h-0 J

(15.7)*'

The series (15.1) may, therefore, be looked upon as an infinite series of resi-

dues which are contributed by poles at the characteristic values.

The deductions of this section thus far were based upon certain assump-

tions, that were signalized as tentative, concerning the coefficients of the
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series (15.1), and concerning the characteristic values. They were also based

upon the formulas (15.5) and (15.3). Quite independently of the deduction

given, however, and with any set of vectors

f(x),    f>*>, h = 0, 1, 2, ••• ,T + a;p= 1, 2, ••• ,m,

of which the first is analytic and the others constant, the right-hand member

of (15.7) is specific. This is so, in particular, if the choice

fU.M . f(«(,^), h = 0, 1,2, ...,t,

f*-« = o, & « t + 1, • • • , T + <r,

is made. In this case the series of right-hand members of (15.7) reduces, be-

cause of (13.10), and (9.7b) to

«<«(*)

(15.8)

¿ resflEx'l  f *««(*, xi, X)9K*0f(*i)á*i
3=0 «=1 V •/ io

+ ®w(*. i„ x) E x-»-»f«(v) j,       i - 0, 1, 2,
Ä=0 /

The series of this set, ê(0)(x), ë(1)(x), and so on, will be referred to briefly

hereinafter as the formal expansions of the vector f(x). It will be observed

that to specify them the integer t must be given, for inasmuch as the chosen

set of vectors depends upon t, the result (15.8) does so likewise. Arrived at in

this manner, the questions of convergence of the formal expansions, or of

their values in the event of convergence, remain, of course, entirely open. The

continuing discussion is designed to bear upon them.

In §12 an ordering of the characteristic values in an order of non-decreas-

ing absolute magnitude was agreed upon, and the existence of the sequence of

contours in the X plane was deduced, the contour YK of this sequence enclosing

the origin and precisely the first k of the characteristic values. If the symbol

reso in (15.8) is interpreted to signify the residue at the origin, it is at once

clear that with any fixed I the vector

8«(I>(«) = — f    ¿j  fV^x, xi, \)dt(xi)\(xi)dxi
2iriJ r« h \JU

(.15. V) r

+ ®m(x, ,„ x) E ik+fW ¡-x'¿x
Ä-0 /

represents the sum of the first /c + 1 terms of the respective series (15.8). The

form of the right-hand member of (15.9) may be somewhat modified, with

advantage to the analysis which is to be applied to it. Since the integrand is

analytic, the several paths of integration as to xi may be chosen at pleasure,
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and hence may, in particular, be chosen to pass through the point x, and to

coincide from the point 770 to x. The integrations over this common path con-

tribute to the formula (15.9) the value

1 /» t* x     m

—; I 2~2®w(x,Xi,\)diiixi)Kxi)dxiKld\.
2-wiJ r, J ,0 j,_i

This, however, is zero, since by the relation (9.7a) the integrand is seen to

be analytic everywhere within the contour Tk. The formula (15.9) may, there-

fore, be written alternatively as

«*«>(*) = —: f    Í2Í- ( X®wix, xi, A)mixi)Kxi)dxi
(15.10) 2«Jr_=il     J,„

+ ©<">(*, fe X)E X-^P'^lx'dX, I = 0, 1, 2, • • • .
h-0

16. Regularity of a boundary problem. Under Hypothesis (iii) of §12,

there exists for the differential equation (7.1a) a fundamental x region rela-

tive to the entire X plane, and this region contains the points 771, 772, • • • , 77™,

at which the boundary conditions of the problem (7.1) apply. The variable x

has been taken in such a region. Hence the X plane may be thought of as

covered by a finite number of X sectors, in each of which some solution

§)(x, X) of the equation (7.1a) maintains the form (6.10), (6.11). When formed

from that solution in the respective sector, the matrix 35 (X) has the form

(11.2). From this the structure of the determinant D(X), or of any of its

minors, may be deduced. The former has already been done in §11, the result

(11.3) being valid under present hypotheses in the appropriate X sector.

Consider then Z)r,c(X), the cofactor of the element in the rth row and cth

column of D(\). From the formula (11.2) this is seen to be, when completely

expanded,

25r,c(X)   =   221      -       22        22      -       Z2   bc,r(\, pi,  ■   ■   ■   , Pc-l, Pc+l,  ■   ■   ■   , Pn)
(11=1 Pc-l=l  Mc+l=l ß„=l

•exp ) E RhivvÔK,

in which bc,r(k, pi, ■ ■ ■ , pc-i, Mc+i, • • • > Pn) is the cofactor of the (r, c)th ele-

ment in the matrix

f E »«!? (X)#r./(%, X)V
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This expression when arranged as a simple sum is clearly of the form

(16.1) Z?r..(X) = ECW«*"1,
ß

in which the index ß covers a finite range and the symbols í>í(S) represent com-

plex constants, the set of them with a specific subscript c being the set of

values given by the expressions

Pi =1, 2, • ■ ■ , m,

E Rh(rin),
A-l Pn = 1, 2, • • • , m,

c = 1, 2, • • • , ».

The matrices ¡ö(ß)(X),  namely  (i«j(X)),  are clearly analytic,   and  when

|X| >N, admit of representations

00

(16.2) SB^W-VlX-^^',
T-l

in which p' is an integer and the matrices 58("r7) are constant.

The substitution of the result (16.1) into the formula (7.6) yields the

evaluation

(16.3) ©-»(X) =J-I (hi.je^W^W).
D(\)   a

If this is multiplied on the left by

9(*,X) = ¿?(*.X)3i.ií"iW,
i-i

the evaluation being obtained from the formulas (6.10) and (5.9), and on the

right by

©«"(XjgKfl,, X)2)-l(*i, X)

- ¿®W(X)V(T„X)3w¥-»(»i>X) exp [X{i?,(^) - Ä*(*i)}],
*-l

the result is

,f,  ...   Mw, ..      y-   ^   -0.) , exp [X{^i,*(«) -Ä*(*i)}]
(16.4) ®    (x, X!, X) = E   E   &u.*(*, *i, X)-——-»

fl     !,it=l D\k)

in which
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(16.5) *£!.»(*) - *i   + Riix) + Rkiv,),

(16.6) $&»(*, x1; X) = ?(*, X)3M«W(X)S[B0')(X)^(^, X)3i.tff*(*i, X).

From (16.2), together with the formulas (6.11) and (12.1), it is seen that when

|X| >N, the matrices (16.6) admit of representations of a form

(16.7) $i,i.§(*. *i, X) ~ X«E X_1,^/s,¡'.Yt(x, xi),
T-l

in which 9 is an integer and the matrices on the right are analytic in x and Xi.

The formula (16.4) was derived on the assumption that X remains in a

sector of the X plane. However, since the Green's matrices are independent

of the choice of the solution g)(x, X) from which they are formed, the result

is independent of the sector, that is, the formula is valid for all X.

If x is thought of now as fixed, and Xi is taken as the variable, it is con-

ceivable that for some choices of p. and k the values given by (16.5) with

different indices ß, I may not all be distinct. In such case the same exponential

occurs in different terms of certain of the sums of (16.4), and a simplification

of the respective formulas is achievable by collecting such terms, and omitting

from the results any such collections of terms of which the resultant coeffi-

cients reduce to the matrix O.

Let £ be taken as a complex variable, and in the plane of f let the points

Í2« which are defined by the formula (11.3) be plotted. Then let P designate

the smallest convex polygon in the £ plane, which contains all of these points

in its interior or upon its perimeter. For any chosen and fixed value of x, the

relations
id)

(16.8) f = ¥,.,.»(*) - Rk(xi)

define, for each set of indices p, ß, I, k, an analytic map of any configuration in

the xi plane upon a corresponding configuration in the f plane. This latter

may or may not in any specific instance fall into the interior of the polygon P,

and since x enters into the definition of the transformation in the role of a

parameter, this will depend to some extent upon the value x which is in ques-

tion. With this in mind, the following will be made as a definition.

A boundary problem (7.1) will be defined to be regular as to the point x if

(a) the matrix 3î(x) is nonsingular, and if (b) for each set of indices p., ß, I, k,

to which there corresponds a term of the isimplified) sums (16.4), there exists in

the fundamental region which is the domain of the variable Xi, some curve joining

the point rjv with the point x which maps under the respective transformation

(16.8) into a locus no point of which lies outside of the polygon P.
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The condition (a) for regularity is obviously fulfilled at all points of some

neighborhood- of any point at which it holds, due to the analyticity of the

matrix $t(x). On the other hand, the condition (b) may apparently be ful-

filled relative to a point but not relative to neighboring points. This would be

so in the case that its fulfillment at x is ascribable to a simplification of the

sums in (16.4) ; for such simplifications are evidently possible only for isolated

x values. In suitable cases, however, the condition (b) also may be fulfilled

relative to all points of a region. We therefore agree that:

A boundary problem (7.1) is to be designated as regular as to a region o/ the

plane i/ it is regular as to each point of that region.

17. The convergence of the formal expansions at points of regularity.

If x is taken as a point relative to which the boundary problem is regular,

the arbitrarily chosen analytic vector f(x) has associated with it the set of

vectors \w(x), (h = 1, 2, ■ • • ), given by the recurrence formula (15.3). Since

the Green's matrices as functions of xi all satisfy the differential equation

(8.1a) it is easily verified that the relations

,«„ ,-, ®W(*. xi, X)9U*i)K*i) =• -— {©<*>(*, *i,x)¿x-*-ip>(*i)|
(17.1) dxi ( h-o )

+ x-r-WK*, xi, x)9t(*i)fir+1)(*i)

are identities, and are valid with any choice of t as a nonnegative integer.

They lead, with the use of the formula (9.7a), to the evaluation

m     f /» X

E<-        ®w(x, xi, X)3K*i)f(*i)d*i

T m      ( t

(17.2) = E x-^f <*>(*) - 2Z\®w(x, u„ x)Ix-»-»f«y
* »0 ß—l \ h—0

+ f   X-^"®<">(*, xi, X)9i(xi)p+»(xi)<ixij.

If in this relation the index t is chosen to coincide with that of the formal

expansions (15.10), and in these latter the evaluations (17.2) are substituted,

the formulas reduce to

(17,3)

«.«>(*) . -L f    ¿ f
¿vi J r« h-o

d\
:*>(*)-

V       '      X    1._ 7  I

1 /\ m      /* x

-: I     E       X'--1®^*, xi, X)9í(x1)f^+1>(xi)¿xidX.
2irî J r« h=i J ,„
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Consider the final member on the right of this relation. By the formula

(16.4) its integrand consists of a finite number of terms, of which

„« as    rxÄ« /    u^'"1{;xp [*{*£«.»(*) -Rh(xi))\
(17.4) I    $,.,.*(*, xi, X)-—--¿X

J H„ L)\a)

is a typical one. By the conditions of regularity of the boundary problem as

to the chosen x, there exists in the Xi plane a curve which may be taken as the

path of integration in (17.4), and which maps under the transformation (16.7)

upon a locus no point of which lies outside of the polygon P. Inasmuch as the

vertices of the polygon P all lie by construction at points of the set tia, it

follows that whatever X may be, there corresponds to it a choice of the index

a such that the real part of XÍ2« at least equals the real part of the exponent

in (17.4), that is, such that

| exp [\{^ß",lk(x) - Rk(xi)} - XQa] | g 1

uniformly in x%.

Now it was observed in §12 that the reciprocals of the expressions (12.2)

for all choices of a are bounded when X is restricted to the contours of a set T„

as may be assumed in the present discussion. The scalar factor in the inte-

grand of (17.4) is, therefore, of the order of the (I — r — p — l)th power of X

when |X| >N. In virtue of the relation (16.7), the order of the entire inte-

grand exceeds that by no more than the 0th power of X, and since the result

is uniform as to xi on the path of integration, that is true for the integral

itself. Thus the final member of the relation (17.3) calls for the integral

over the contour T* of a function which is of the order of X to the power

(1+9 — p — 1 — t). Of the integers 9, p, /, r, which thus come into question, the

first two are determined by the boundary problem, and the third is merely

indicative of which of the expansions (15.8) is in question. The integer r,

though it is definitive for the formal expansions under consideration, has

thitherto remained unspecified. Let it be chosen now as nonnegative and at

least equal to the integer (0 — p + 1), and let the larger of the numbers t and

t —(0 —p + 1) be denoted by h. Then for any index / such that léh, the first

member on the right of the relation (17.3), which is directly integrable, has

the value fc0(x). The second member, having an integrand of at most the

order of X-2, converges to zero as k—><*>, by virtue of the configurations of the

contours TK. Thus at the point x,

(17.5) lim «.»>(*) = f«)(x), * = 0, 1, 2, • • • , h,
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and, since the value / = 0 is at all events included, the formal expansion (15.8)

of the chosen vector f (x) itself converges to this vector.

If, by the choice of t, the case is one in which li= 1, the series obtained by

the term by term differentiation of 3(0(x), with l<h, is found to be identical

with the series 9?(x)g(I+1)(x) + G(x)ë(i)(x), and, since this converges, to have

the value 9Í(x)f(í+1)(x) + G(x)f(í)(x), a value which by (15.3) reduces to

f(i)'(x). This follows from the fact, which was observed in §13, that the resi-

dues of the Green's matrices involved in the terms of 8Ci)(x) satisfy the differ-

ential equation (7.1a). Thus every expansion (15.8) for which l<h is

differentiable term by term at the point x, and by iteration it is seen at

once that the expansion for the vector f (x) itself admits of term by term differ-

entiation to the order h.

Throughout the foregoing discussion it has been assumed only that the

boundary problem is regular as to the point x. If it is assumed now that the

problem is regular as to a connected region of the x plane, and x is taken in

this region, it will be verified without difficulty that the results of the dis-

cussion are at each stage valid uniformly as to x. The convergence of the

formal expansions indicated by (17.5) is thus uniform, and this applies, in

particular, to the expansion of f(x) itself if t is merely chosen as the larger

of the numbers 0 and (0 — p + l). Because of the uniformity of the conver-

gence, the term by term differentiability of the expansion necessarily follows

in this case, and, by a reversal of the reasoning employed above, it may be

inferred therefrom that, with the index t which was fixed upon, the expan-

sions (15.8), for all /, converge uniformly to the respective vectors f(!,(x).
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